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II Kings 4.8-37
Our Scripture today:

The Message:
The text for our meditation today, II Kings 4.8-37, is part
of the Elisha story cycle. Elisha was the successor to
Elijah, taking over as Elijah was transported to the
heavens by a fiery chariot...an indicator of his standing
of eminence among the prophets. This section of our
Bible was probably written during the Babylonian exile
(~ 550 BCE), when God’s people were dealing with their
having fallen away from authentic faithfulness and the
judgment that came as a consequence (the captivity
itself being one sign of God’s displeasure with them).
This was a time of desperate hope and expectation,
and Elisha had big shoes to fill!

An interesting fact about Elisha is that, even today, he is
venerated as a very important figure not only within
Judaism and Christianity, but also Islam. We can learn a
great deal about human promise and limitation by
studying his witness and its importance for all three
faith traditions. 



The Message:
In the text for today, we find a setting that eerily echoes
our own right now: we live close to death (COVID-19 19
is but one of the indicators of societal trauma, but it is
perhaps first in the minds of many); an historic culture
of civility among nations of the world is at risk; global
environmental and climate challenges abound; rising
generations of children are in far too many instances
left rudderless, for adult role models with character
worthy of emulation seem often to be absent or
sidelined by glitter and loud noises; and the list goes
on. Reading our text for today is not just to observe an
historical artifact; it is an engagement with our own
lives!

Other than Elisha himself, one might say that the lead
character in this section of II Kings is the Shunammite
woman, characterized as “a woman of influence” (4.8).
She knew Elisha to be “a holy man of God” (4.9), so she
began a practice of inviting him to dinner when he was
passing through Shunem...and, over time, that
expanded to her setting up almost a bed and breakfast
room on the roof of her family’s home so that Elisha
could spend nights with them.

.



The Message:
. In this whole story, the husband is a rather passive
figure; perhaps one reason he doesn’t have a more
prominent role in this story is that he is past his shelf
life, as it were (“her husband is old” [4.14]), or maybe it’s
because his wife just surely wears the metaphorical
pants in the family. So, Elisha deals directly with the
woman, who in any case was the clearly hospitable and
forceful one in her home.

After some time of coming and going and staying with
the Shunammite couple, Elisha decides he wants to
thank her. After asking her what might be an
appropriate form of appreciation, he’s a bit puzzled in
that she doesn’t give a clear answer. So, Elisha asks his
servant, Gehazi, what might be best; together, they
determine that promising her a son would be good (you
will recall that this is not the only time a woman in the
Bible is promised a child). The woman is a bit skittish,
though; does Elisha really mean it? Don’t get my hopes
up and then dash them, she tells him. But things
proceeded as promised: “the woman conceived, and by
the same time the following year she had given birth to
a son…” (4.17).

.



The Message:
Now it gets really interesting. Though the boy has
grown up healthy, one day while heading out to be with
his father “among the reapers” in the fields (4.18), he is
stricken—with exactly what we don’t know, but it was
serious, and shortly after being taken home (and
stretched out on Elisha’s bed!), he died. Talk about what
must have been his mother’s feeling of dashed hope!

The boy’s mother loses no time, however; she
immediately thinks of Elisha, and heads out to find
him...strangely uttering these words to her husband on
her way out the door: “it is all right” (4.23). Talk about
hope and trust in the goodness of God! She has a dead
son, she’s heading out to find the holy man Elisha, and
she asserts that “it is all right!” 

She really must have placed deep trust in Elisha, for
when she is within sight of, and almost reaches, him, he
sends Gehazi out to meet her and inquire what’s going
on, and—even though her only child has just died—she
replies to the servant that “everything is all right” (4.26).  
When she comes face to face with Elisha, however, she
pours out her anguish, clasping Elisha’s feet and crying
out about her hopes having been dashed, and
reminding Elisha that she’d said earlier on “do not
mislead me” (by making a promise that won’t bear fruit),
and also reminding him that she had believed him. 4.28 



The Message:
Following the woman’s continued imprecations, Elisha
decides to head to Shunem, but sends the younger
Gehazi on ahead of him with Elisha’s staff (a sign of
prophetic office and power), instructing Gehazi to put
the staff on the dead boy’s body. But this act doesn’t
accomplish anything (4.31-32). So, Elisha has to muster
all the grace and power he’s been given, head upstairs
to the guest room, and upon seeing the dead boy’s
body lying on the guest room bed, prays...and then lies
on top of the child and basically, after a bit of effort,
resurrects the dead boy. Elisha then summons the
mother, who is appropriately grateful, and after a little
bit, she “took her son and left” (4.37).

 
An enduring message of this text for us in 2021 is that,
even in the valleys of danger and sometimes also death
through which we must tread in life, God’s life-renewing
grace and love will not abandon us. However dreadful
circumstances may sometimes be, we are led to step
forward in faith and trust to see that new life can
indeed come from death and pain. Hope is not in the
end dashed; so, our expectations and our hopes, as we
now look forward to Easter and its message of new life,
can indeed bear fruit...if we just hold on, however
challenging it may be to do so. New life actually does
come from death.


